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My fibers background:
I´ve been teaching art in classrooms and community centers for
the past 15 years. In 2014, I got my MFA in Fiber and Material
Studies at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, where I
learned weaving, stitching, spinning, knitting, dyeing, and how
fiber processes have been used throughout human history to
make functional and expressive art.

Tell us about your fibers program…
After I finished my degree, I taught in a weaving program for people
with blindness and other disabilities, at Friedman Place in Chicago.
(Friedmanplace.org) Weaving on floor looms is such a tactile process
that you don’t need sight to produce beautiful cloth. Last year our
weaving program won a “Challenge America” grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts to use weaving to explore what color means
for artists who are blind or visually impaired. The weavers produced a
stunning body of collective work (photo left) they decided to call “My
Mind’s Eye Sees What My Real Eyes Can’t”
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What kind of fibers experiences do you provide the community?
Nine years ago I also started teaching at the Evanston Art Center in Evanston, Illinois, a community art
center whose mission is to make art accessible to everybody. (Evanstonartcenter.org) I teach fiber arts
classes and workshops for adults, and the Art Center sends me out to local elementary schools to teach
younger children.
For adults I teach a popular class called “Extreme Embroidery” which looks at the ways that stitching is
being used in contemporary art and challenges students to expand their own practice. My students have
been bold and experimental with stitch, creating some spectacular and surprising work. For example, one
student made abstract landscapes by peeling dried acrylic paint off of old palettes and stitching the paint
scraps together.
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Another student explored her own family history with Japanese internment camps during the Second World
War through stitch and text. My students continually energize and inspire me with their creativity!
What is your focus with young children?
With my elementary school students, I try to create projects that allow them to explore materials, where the
end product is not as important as the open ended process of discovery and play. For example, they have
made sculptures (a la the artist Judith Scott) where they have wrapped cardboard and other recycled
materials with yarn. They have made rag dolls out of strips of ¨plarn¨ (plastic bags cut into skinny strings).
In particular I have had a lot of success with a project where the children weave on small cardboard looms
that I cut to be about the size of a playing card. They delight in their ability to produce a piece of fabric out of
yarn. The project requires a high level of fine motor skill and can be very challenging but I have found that
when my teaching emphasis is on the process and not a perfect product, the kids are able to work through
their frustrations—or find their own work arounds to problems.

Fibers in a technological world
In our increasingly technological/ virtual world, my experience is that both adults and children are
increasingly craving the experience of working with their hands and engaging in tactile, slow fiber
processes. At the same time, the internet has made technical knowledge about fiber art more widespread
and accessible and allowed fiber artists around the world to share work with one another. I believe this is
why fiber continues to inspire and excite students who are finding their own modes of personal expression
through learning about, and innovating on, traditional processes.
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